New White Horse Media Book: End Times Health War

Dear friends at War,

I am thrilled to announce that my newest book, *End Times Health War*, which has been in preparation for over a year, is now available from White Horse Media. If you know anyone who is sick, or who wants to improve their health, this book is a must-read. *It can save lives.* The regular price is $14.99, but it is on special now for $12. *If you order two or more copies, the price drops to $10 each.*
Topics include: Satan's fierce war against our bodies, how to fight back, God's 8 Laws of Health, simple methods to detoxify our bodies from environmental poisons, boosting our own immune systems to combat deadly diseases through super nutrition, juicing raw fruits and vegetables, and eating more LIVE foods.

Praise for
End Times Health War

In *End Times Health War*, Steve Wohlberg has taken a difficult and sometimes controversial subject and managed, by placing it in the setting of the war between good and evil, to create a near perfect blend of science, instruction, and spiritual insight that is practical and applicable to every one of us living on the planet today ... This is a masterpiece of health science that everyone interested in the very best possible health should read, digest, and, by the grace and power of God, apply. -Walter C. Thompson, MD, Author of *Health Smart: A Rational No-Nonsense Practical Approach to Health*

I am a physician who has been in family practice for nearly 54 years, A very high percentage of diseases are due to lifestyle choices and I feel certain that *End Times Health War* will make a great difference in the lives of those who read it. -Donald E. Casebolt, MD

In my practice I have been seeing a lot of young individuals (early 30s) develop diseases only known to older individuals (65-plus) 30 to 50 years ago ... I believe one reason is due to the fact that their immune systems are so weakened because of the toxins mentioned in this book. *End Times Health War* couldn't have come in a more timely manner than now. Very insightful and informative. I highlyrecommend it to anyone interested in maximizing their health. -Joel Sabangan, MD, FCCP

In *End Times Health War*, Steve Wohlberg gives new and fresh reasons and practical solutions for staying on track with good health practices. It's easier than most think. Concise, inspiring, readable, personal. A must-
read for the seasoned health enthusiast or first timer.-Daniel Dreher, ND, Director, Health Start

As physical therapists we can testify to the validity of the information presented in *End Times Health War*. In over 20 years of practice, we've witnessed the devastating results of preventable diseases caused by destructive lifestyles. Reading this book could change your life!-Loren Munson, MPT, Jennifer Munson, MPT, Physical therapists and health educators

Our health is a reflection on the God we serve ... With our Lord's reputation on the line, our vibrant health is not just a nice idea-it's our commission to grasp His healing remedies ... I wholeheartedly recommend *End Times Health War*.—Linda Clark, Director, Highway to Health

In *End Times Health War*, Steve Wohlberg reveals the solution that restored my health. I suffered from a toxin overload in 1993, which put me in bed for four months and on an 18-year search for recovery of health and energy ... *End Times Health War* is a powerful resource we all need, especially written for today's world.—Sheri Yohe, Author of *Add Life, a gluten-free recipe book and nutrition guide.*

Regular price: $14.99

**Special sale: $12 each**

**More than one copy: $10 each**

(Note: The online price is $12. To get the $10 price, you must call rather than ordering online)

1-800-782-4253

As we each fight our own health battles, may God bless our efforts, and help us to win this War,

Steve Wohlberg
Speaker/Director, White Horse Media
www.whitehorsemedia.com